
Collective Worship ‘Seeing Anew’ example plan 

Theme Forgiveness/The Forgiveness Garden 
Based on the book ‘The Forgiveness garden’ by Lauren Thompson 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Forgiveness-Garden-Lauren-Thompson-
196/dp/0312625995 
 

Encounter With the pain of hate and revenge and the joy of forgiveness and 
new beginnings 
With own grudges and opportunity to symbolise letting them go 
With own guilt 
Building bridges or placing stepping stones between us 
 

Fresh focus Sitting as two ‘opposing sides’ to encounter division/separation 
 

Seating Two halves facing each other.   
 
You will need fabric to represent a stream, some large stones, a 
small stone for every child and some ‘forgiveness pebbles’ that can 
be placed in your reflection/prayer spaces 
 

Gathering You could gather in your usual way or you could play this animation 
that provokes thoughts about forgiveness and God through Jesus 
putting things right when we go off course… 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4lj_6uuSss 
 
Welcome to worship by lighting candles in your usual way or using a 
responsive liturgy. 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
Encounter with a 
situation through 
story 

If you used the animation spend a few minutes getting the children’s 
thoughts about what it said to them.  If forgiveness is one of your 
values, you might like to make a link to the biblical context you have 
used for this with a projected illustration for example.  
 
Set the scene of the story and have two staff place fabric in the 
centre to represent a stream, a large stone one each side and some 
placed near each side of the stream. Ask two children to volunteer to 
be Karune and Sama and identify one side as the village of Nayam 
and the other as Gamite. Share the story using projected images if 
you can.  Pause for the characters to act out at suitable points of the 
story as you tell it, including pretending to throw the stones and 
placing stones to begin building the garden wall. 
Pause in silence at the end of the story. 
 

Responding Let’s think about when we have thrown some stones and caused 
pain and hurt – unkind words, spiteful actions, turning a back on a 
friend, a look of dislike. These are all like the stone thrown in the 
story.  
 
Project an image of John 7:53 – ‘Whichever of you has done nothing 
wrong – ever, go ahead throw the first stone…’ And unpick what this 
means through the children’s ideas.  
 
Let’s put our hands up if we have never done anything wrong ever.  
 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Forgiveness-Garden-Lauren-Thompson-196/dp/0312625995
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Sing a song about forgiveness such as ‘All I know’ 
https://www.elevationkids.com/song/all-i-know 
Stay seated and invite children to think about things they need 
forgiveness for and things they might need to forgive others for.  
 

Prayer Invite children and adults to place a stone in the stream as they 
leave the worship space as a prayer asking for forgiveness and of 
forgiving another.  
You might project an image of a stream with the words 
I am sorry for… 
I forgive… 
 
You will need to decide if this will be class by class or directed 
groups.  
Everyone should have the opportunity to place a stone if they wish.  
  

Sending Invite children to join in or say amen to familiar sending words or: 
 
Let us go peacefully 
Over and over again forgiving one another 
Over and over again knowing God’s forgiveness.  Amen.  
 
Play quiet instrumental/worship music as everyone places a stone 
and leaves e.g. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4o04D280MkE if you don’t have 
a pianist! 
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